BLACK FORTUNE ANNOUNCES WARNER RECORDS SIGNING AND
FORTHCOMING PROJECT OSSHLORD – OUT JUNE 12TH
SHARES THRILLING NEW “OFF SH*T” VIDEO FEAT. FIVIO FOREIGN
WATCH HERE – LISTEN HERE

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE

May 15, 2020 (Los Angeles) – Landover, Maryland native and the DMV’s most exciting
prospect, Black Fortune, has announced his forthcoming project, OSSHLORD, is set for release
June 12th on Warner Records. The news also comes with an explosive video for new track “Off
Shi*t” featuring emerging New York artist Fivio Foreign. Black Fortune has been spinning up
momentum coast to coast over the past year and recently released “Nothing To Lose,” an homage
to the classic film Belly, effortlessly switching between rapping and singing.
"The ‘Off Shit’ record with Fivio came about through my managers, who also manage the producer
who made the beat, Lang Father, " Black Fortune shared. "Lang was playing some of music in the
studio one day with Fivio and Sosa Geek in there and they were rockin' with it and told them it
would be dope to do a record together. So we set it up and I came up to New York and linked with
Fivio in the studio and we recorded 'Off Shit' and shot the video with JLShotThat the same night."

Black Fortune’s debut mixtape OsshRock Deluxe was released last year, putting him on the map
and further introducing him to the masses after a string of regional tracks began
buzzing. Osshrock Deluxe featured songs like "OsshWop" and "Gorillaz," which took the DMV area
streets by storm and garnered coverage from the likes of The FADER, HYPEBEAST, Lyrical
Lemonade, HipHopDX, Elevator Magazine and more. Watch the high energy visual for “Off Sh*t”
featuring Fivio Foreign and pay close attention as Black Fortune continues to shake up 2020.

DOWNLOAD PHOTO HERE (CREDIT: MIKE MILLER)

About Black Fortune:
Landover, Maryland historically may not be known for producing music stars, but that’s about to
change with the emergence of a 22-year-old rap and R&B phenom named Black Fortune.
D.C./Maryland/Virginia (DMV) has slowly developed into a hotbed of youthful hip-hop culture,
churning out original artists with new energy and Black Fortune’s name is quickly becoming
synonymous with the spirit of it all. He started uploading music in 2016 and continued dropping
heat over the next two years, gaining significant attention with 2018’s "OsshWop" and “DMV
Anthem.”
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